Introduction
20 years, image compression technology has made great progress, the most representative of the wavelet transform theory [1] . Wavelet transform theory can be used to decompose the image signal into many subband signals [1] with different spatial resolution, frequency characteristic and direction characteristic, and realize the simultaneous processing of low frequency and long time characteristics and high frequency short time characteristics [2] The image signal is closer to the requirements of visual perception and data compression. Based on the wavelet transform, these features are widely regarded in the image compression coding technology, and various image compression schemes based on wavelet transform [3] are presented. Among them, the SPIHT multi-level tree set splitting algorithm [4] (SPIHT: Set Partitioning In Hier-archical Trees and EZW Embedded Zerotree Wavelets can be considered to represent the highest level of current zerotree wavelet coding [5] . In addition to selecting the effective wavelet compression algorithm, there is a need to consider the selection of wavelet bases. Different wavelet bases have different characteristics [6] . Different wavelet bases are used in the same compression algorithm to produce different compression effects. In this paper, the compression algorithm is improved based on the characteristics of wavelet compression combined with SHIRCT algorithm.
SPIHT Algorithms
SPIHT Algorithm Specific Symbols.
represents the set of all the descendant coordinates of node ) , ( j i . H denotes the set of transform coefficients of the largest scale of wavelet transform, both LL J , HL J , LH J and 
, set the LSP is empty, the coordinate
into the LIP, and H in the descendants (high frequency part: HLJ,LHJ,HHJ) into the LIS, as the A value.
Ⅱ Sorting process:
, as:
, send (k, l) to the LSP and output its symbol;
, send (k, l) to the end of the LIP;
to the end of the LIS as the B value; otherwise, remove (i, j) from the LIS.
2) If the value of B, then
added to the end of the LIS as an A value; • Delete (i, j) from LIS.
(3) refinement process: for each LSP j i  ) , ( (not including the last splitting process), output the nth most significant bit of c j i, ; (4) quantization step size refresh: n = n-1; return (2).
SHIRCT Transformations
The SHIRCT transform involves three bands of transformations. One advantage of the SHIRCT transform is that the transform can be done entirely by addition and shift, and the operation is fast and hardware is complete.
Positive Transform t = X1-((X2+X3) )>>1）. Z1= X2+X3+(t>> 1) ; Z3=-X2+((Z1+(t>> 3)) >>1); Z2= t+ηZ3 Inverse Transformation t = Z2-ηZ3 ; X2=-Z3+((Z1+(t>> 3)) >>1) ; X3= Z1-X2+(t >>1) ; X1= t+((X2+X3)>> 1) In the above transformation, the Z2 component can be expressed as: 
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Considering the actual effect of image compression, it is desirable that | Z2 | be as small as possible, since Z2 is a parameterized expression, and Z3, X1-(X2 + X3) / 2 are both fixed values, so the choice of η The effect is very large, different η represents a different reversible transformation, theoretically such a reversible transformation has an infinite number, but always want to find the best one.
In order to facilitate the hardware implementation, the transformation is completely composed of addition and shift, η can be written η = k / 2l (k ≠ 0, l ≥ 0, η symbol given directly in the algorithm), rewrite the parameters in the transformation as follows:
Positive Transform
In this paper, the wavelet algorithm is adopted at the front end, then the SPIHT algorithm is applied to the wavelet coefficients, and then the new color image compression algorithm is obtained by SHIRCT transform. Decoding is the inverse of the encoding, including the three steps corresponding to the forward SPIHT: restore the quantization step refresh, restore the prediction and sort.
Experimental Results and Conclusions In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the algorithm, this paper compares the lossless image compression algorithms of JP2, RAR, ZIP, PNG, TGA, PCX and TIF in 12 color international standard test images, and the average compression ratio is not Than the above algorithm were increased by -1%, 12%, 60%, 60%, 32%, 50%, 28%, see Table 1 . 
